
 

 

CTS Interview questions: 

Tell abt ur self. 

Role n rep. 

Exp current project. 

Exp framework.  

 writ a framework structure. 

Exp pom . 

Wat r methods ur using in Pom. 

Constructor. 

Pagefactory. 

Exp cucumber. 

Component cucumber. 

Diff btw scenario n scenario outline. 

Diff btw absolut n relative xpath. 

Dynamic xpath. 

 write a code for webtable. 

Find the 2 row n 3 col using xpath for webtable. 

Window handle. 

Drag n drop 

Wat is join n type. 

Wat user stories. 

Wat is sprint 

Rate urself in Java, Selenium, database  

He gave one div and asked to write the xpath  

He gave some numbers in array and asked to sort them  

Difference between hash set, hash map  

Difference between hash set and tree set  



 

POM structure, what will I do in that.  

If value changed in xpath what action u will take  

Knowledge on database  

What is collections 

CTS: 

1.Introduce yourself. 

2.tell about ur recent project. 

3.over loading and over ridding. 

4.xpath.  

5.assume in web table 2 col is there print all value in col1 based on max value in 2col. 

6.tools u have used. 

7.jenkins 

8. What u will do in Jira tool. 

9. Windows handling 

Cts interview question(17.2.18)round1 

1.tell abt yourself? 

2.agile and scrum? 

3.jira? 

4.explain full flow of jira? 

5. Windows handling? 

6.alerts?alerts types? 

7.how to print all the links in the page? 

8. Xpath and types? 

9.cucumber framework? 

10.cucumber scenario questions? 

11.SQL question to find the 3rd maximum value in table 

12.SQL questions to print the values in table without duplicates? 

13.pom? 

14.what are all the tools and setup u need to start a project? 

15.collections? 



 

16.in manual testing did u worked in alm? If u worked then tell about alm? 

17.manual testing full process? 

18. Jenkins? 

Round2 

1. What is stlc? 

2.what is ur role in the project? 

3.tell about ur project? 

4.explain healthcare domain? 

5. Tell about the modules in the project? 

6.what is claim in the healthcare? 

7.what is ur client manager name? 

8.write java program for prime number to print from 1 to 1000? 

9.write java program Fibonacci series? 

10. Program to find even numbers from 1 to 100? 

11.what is Jenkins? 

12. Again asked about project deeply? 

13.pom and scenario questions? 

14.cucumber framework structure and flow of works? 

15.what is list and set? 

16. Hashmap? And without using hashmap how u achieve the hashmap function in class level? 

17. Repositories? 

 


